Why are Blacks Poor? The Jewish Interview.
Borrowed from the Internet:

INTERVIEWER: Why are blacks so behind economically?
JEWISH LEADER: The only aspect blacks understand is consumption. Black people don't understand
the importance of building wealth. The fundamental rule is to keep the money within your racial group. We
build Jewish Business, Hire Jewish, Buy Jewish and Spend Jewish.
There is nothing wrong with that, but it is a basic rule that blacks cannot comprehend and follow.
"He kills his fellow blacks daily instead of wanting to see his fellow blacks do well". 93% of blacks killed in
America is by other blacks.
Their leaders steal from their people and send the money back to their colonial master from whom they
borrow the same money from - at an interest!
Every successful black wants to spend their money in the country of his colonial masters! They go on
holiday abroad, buy houses abroad, school abroad and hospitals abroad... instead of spending the money in
their country to benefit their own people.
Statistics show that Jew's money exchanges hands 18 times before leaving his community, while for blacks
it is possibly a maximum of once or zero.
Only 6% of black money goes back to their community. This is why Jews are the top and blacks are at the
bottom of every ladder in the society.
Instead of buying Louis Vuitton, Gucci, expensive cars, shoes, dresses, houses, etc. blacks can industrialize
Africa, build Africa and get rid of colonial institutions by putting them out of business.
INTERVIEWER: What are your thoughts on failure of blacks economically?
JEWISH LEADER: Well, nothing is the Black Man’s fault. His compulsive habit of killing his own,
compulsive material consumption, his inability to build businesses or preserve wealth is usually somebody
else's fault!
INTERVIEWER: So what can Blacks do to liberate themselves?
JEWISH LEADER: Blacks must take responsibility. They must unit and vehemently fight corrupt leaders
who run down their country! They must run to IMF borrow to build their country as though IMF was father
Christmas!
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